
WORD FORMATION ACTIVITIES                                                                                                   BACHILLERATO 
 
1. Write the ABSTRACT NOUNS of the following adjectives 

    affectionate >                              amused >                                 attentive >                     

original >                                       graceful >                                 excited > 

hopeful >                                       equal >                                     happy > 

popular >                                       kind >                                       stupid > 

resentful >                                      wise >                                       secure > 

2. Complete the following table 

       abstract noun                 adjective                      adverb                         verb 

       contentment                contented                 contentedly                to content               

       imagination 

       obedience 

       success 

       satisfaction 

       thought 

       strength 

3. Complete the following table 

 verb                       noun                                  adjective                                 noun 
educate                                                              stupid 

improve                                                               dark 

govern                                                                 weak 

hesitate                                                               similar  

arrange                                                               punctual 

 elect                                                                   popular 

4. Write the opposite of these words using a correct prefix 

            ___ happy         ____ patient       ____ polite          ___ legal 

            ___ correct      ____ regular       ____ visible            ___ possible 

            ___ legible        ____ friendly     ____ employed      ___ like 

            ___ pack            ____ lock            ____ agree            ___ honest 

 



 
5. Write down the name of the person who does these things:
act                           employ                            
murder                     phychology                    
direct                       dance                             
 
 
6. Combine the suffixes on the right with the verbs or adjectives on the left and
     then complete the text. 

 
7. Complete the sentences matching the prefixes given with the correct form of the verbs in the box.
 

appear, wrap, understand, agree, sleep, take, like,do, open , pack, work,lock .

 
8. Write down an adjective formed from these nouns or verbs

 

5. Write down the name of the person who does these things: 
                              piano                                farm                    

                     translate                            economics                
                               manage                            sing 

6. Combine the suffixes on the right with the verbs or adjectives on the left and    

7. Complete the sentences matching the prefixes given with the correct form of the verbs in the box.

understand, agree, sleep, take, like,do, open , pack, work,lock .

8. Write down an adjective formed from these nouns or verbs 

          
                 

7. Complete the sentences matching the prefixes given with the correct form of the verbs in the box. 

understand, agree, sleep, take, like,do, open , pack, work,lock . 


